
EVENTS - NATIVE @ BROWNS
14PAX AND OVER

PRIVATE HIRE

EXCLUSIVE HIRE
RESTAURANT & COURTYARD

(Weather Dependant)

-Restaurant-
22PAX Dining seated

6PAX Bar Seated
30PAX Standing

Customers must leave premises by 23.00pm
All Staff to vacate by 00.00am no later

NO EXCEPTIONS

-Courtyard-
44PAX Dining Seated

50PAX Standing

Customers must vacate courtyard by 21.30pm
All Staff to vacate by 22.00pm no later

NO EXCEPTIONS

HIRE SLOTS AND PRICING

MORNING - 8.30-12.30 - £1800
AFTERNOON - 12.30 - 16.30 - £2500

DINNER - 17.00 - 23.00 - £3,000

WHOLE DAY - 9.00 - 23.00 - £5,000

These prices do not include food or drink.
50% Deposit required to secure booking.

14 day cancellation notice or 50% to be held by Native.
Full payment required 3 working days post event.



WHAT IS NATIVE

Native was concocted by Ivan & Imogen, who together have

scaled the mountains of street food markets & pop up

restaurants to finally settle in the tranquil setting of Neal's Yard,

then on to Borough Market and now Mayfair.

Championing sustainable cooking both Ivan and Imogen show

strong passion in foraging and growing their ingredients to get

the best of what nature has to give. This all comes together to

show a unique outlook on British heritage cooking.

NATIVE AT BROWNS

Native was given an amazing opportunity from Browns to have a

wonderfully ethical restaurant right in the centre of mayfair in

their new flagship shop. Both companies having the same

ideologies in sustainability it really is a match made in heaven.

Foraging for food is much like foraging for fashion. It’s about the

delight of discovering something rare, delicious and seasonal,

and putting these finds together to create the perfect

ensemble. Having a wonderful courtyard to relax in after trying

the best Browns has to offer you can experience Native's garden

bites, foraged cocktails, and natural wine selection. The

beautiful restaurant champions seasonal produce and ethical

dining through innovative casual small plates.




